AUTOMATION OF TAXATION NATIONAL TAXES IS ON PLATFORM OF EXCEL
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The analysis of the use an office addition of EXCEL in modern practice of automation testifies to absence of opening of questions of construction and application of the systems from taxation of physical and legal persons and, foremost, in such modern sphere of menage as tourism.

In a number of the known literary sources it is well enough considered the use an office addition of EXCEL in the field of hotel-restaurant and tourist business on the whole and for the decision of registration tasks. Except for that, methodology of the fiscal accounting opens up on enterprises, application of the proper methods and automation of taxation of ettlings. However, unfortunately, not a single edition gives an answer, how on the platform of tabular processor of EXCEL it is possible to carry out complex automation of taxation of physical and legal persons with the use of oriented programming of Visual Basic languages for of Applications (VBA).

At writing of the article for an example the program of leadthrough of practical employments is taken after discipline the "Informative systems and technologies in taxation" students educationally qualification level master’s degree of speciality “Account and taxation” of the Kievan university of tourism, economy and right and University of DFS of Ukraine.

In the article information technologies of complex automation of taxation of legal persons physical and are offered in a tourist sphere with the use of the office software MS OFFICE (application EXCEL), complex automation of taxation of physical and legal persons is offered with the use of oriented programming of Visual Basic languages for of Applications (VBA).

As a result of application on the enterprises of tourist sphere of the system offered higher on the base of SUBD of EXCEL the question of automation of taxation of physical and legal persons decides by national taxes, that, sure, will provide the increase of efficiency of growth of domestic economy on the whole.

ntroduction is in exploitation of the system of taxation: will provide a clear account in taxation; will enable at any time operatively to do the analytical calculations of concrete sums of national taxes in the cut of their kinds; will strengthen a control function after the actual financial state and development of menage.